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A BSTRACT: In this paper we report on a prototype platform for accessing abstract information in real-world pervasive computing environments through
Augmented Reality displays. Objects, people, and the environment serve
as contextual channels to more information. Adaptive models will infer
from eye movement patterns and other implicit feedback signals the interests
of users with respect to the environment, and results of proactive contextsensitive information retrieval are augmented onto the view of data glasses
or other see-through displays. The augmented information becomes part of
the context, and if it is relevant the system detects it and zooms progressively
further. In this paper we describe the first use of the platform to develop a
pilot application, a virtual laboratory guide, and early evaluation results.
K EYWORDS : Augmented reality, gaze tracking, information retrieval, machine learning, pattern recognition
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1

INTRODUCTION
In pervasive computing systems there is often a need to provide users with
a way to access and search though ubiquitous information associated with
real world objects and locations. Technology such as Augmented Reality
(AR) allows virtual information to be overlaid on the users’ environment, but
there are interesting research questions that need to be addressed in terms
of how to know when to present information to the user, and how to allow
the user to interact with it. As Henricksen et. al. point out [10] pervasive
computing applications need to place few demands on the user attention
and be sensitive to context.
We are interested in the problem of how to efficiently retrieve information
in real-world environments where (i) it is hard to formulate explicit search
queries and (ii) the temporal and spatial context provides potentially useful
search cues. In other words, the user may not have an explicit query in mind
or even be searching, and the information relevant to him is likely to be
related to objects in the surrounding environment or other current context
cues.
The scenario is that the user wears data glasses and sensors measuring his
or her actions, including gaze patterns. Using the implicit measurements
about the user’s interactions with the environment, we infer which of the potential search cues (objects, people) are relevant for the user at the current
point of time, and augment retrieved information in the user’s view (Fig. 1).
The augmented information forms part of the context, and once the user’s
interaction with the new context is measured, more fine-grained inferences
about relevance can be made, and the search refined. Retrieval with such a
system could be described as retrieval by zooming through augmented reality, analogously to text entry by zooming through predicted alternative textual
continuations (Dasher system [43]) or image retrieval by zooming deeper into
an image collection (Gazir system, [24]).
To realize this, there are several elements needed. Objects and people
should be recognized as potential cues with pattern recognition methods.
The relevance of them needs to be inferred from gaze patterns and other implicit feedback with machine learning methods. Context-sensitive information retrieval needs to operate proactively given the relevant cues. Information needs to be overlaid on the user’s view with AR techniques, on modern
display devices. All this should operate such that the user is distracted as little
as possible.
We have developed a hardware and software platform which meets these
needs and have implemented a first version of a concrete demonstration prototype application showing how it can be applied: this is a virtual laboratory
guide, which will help a visitor to a university department to find out about
research projects and researchers. The virtual laboratory guide presents virtual information about the researchers, offices, and artifacts on see-through
browsers that appear as needed and disappear when not attended to.
In the remainder of this paper we first review earlier related work, and
describe the lessons learned from this which our research builds on.
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Figure 1: Information retrieval (IR) is done in a loop where relevance of
already augmented information (Augmented Reality, AR) and the objects in
the scene is inferred from user’s observed interaction with them, then more
information is retrieved given any contextual cues and the inferred relevance,
and new information is augmented.
1.1

Related Work
In developing the wearable pervasive information retrieval system described
above, our work builds on previous research in the following areas:
Gaze as relevance feedback. We use gaze information for implicit input.
Studies of eye movements during natural behavior, such as driving a car
or playing ball games, have shown that the eye movements are highly taskdependent and that the gaze is mostly directed towards objects that are relevant for the task [9, 25]. Eye tracking has been used as source of implicit
feedback for inferring relevance in text [17, 34] and image [24, 29] retrieval
applications on a conventional desktop computer. In a recent work, Ajanki
et al. constructed queries for textual search from reading patterns on documents [1]. These results indicate that gaze direction is a useful information
source for inferring focus of attention, and that relevance information can be
extracted even without any conscious effort from the user.
Speech as relevance feedback. To reveal more about the context and on
what properties of the object are particularly interesting, the interface can
follow the user’s spoken input or discussion. We do this by analysing results
of automatic speech recognition. Although speech recognition and humancomputer interfaces have been studied a lot (for a review, see [36]), our combination of inferring implicitly both the focus of visual attention from gaze
and contextual information from speech is novel.
Contextual information retrieval. Information retrieval (IR) is an established field where the typical research problem is to output documents from
a large corpus of documents that best match the given typically textual query.
The most visible everyday application of IR is Internet search. The idea in
contextual information retrieval is that the retrieval results and how the users
interact with the system depends not only of the query but also of the context
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of the user. A simple example, again, is an Internet search engine that customizes the search result based on the location of the user (e.g., show only
nearby restaurants). Contextual information retrieval utilizes the task the
user is currently involved in, such as shopping or medical diagnosis, or the
context expressed within a given domain, such as locations of the restaurants
— see [5] for a recent overview.
Applications in Mobile Augmented Reality. Augmented Reality (AR) involves the seamless overlay of virtual imagery on the real world [2]. In recent
years wearable computers [8] and even cellphones [11] have been used to
provide a mobile AR experience. Using these platforms, researchers have explored how AR interfaces can be used to provide an intuitive user experience
for pervasive computing applications. For example Rauhala et al. have developed a mobile phone based AR interface with communicates with pervasive
sensors to show the temperature distribution of building walls [35].
Previous researchers have used wearable and mobile Augmented Reality systems to display contextual cues about the surrounding environment.
For example the Touring Machine [8] added virtual tags to real university
buildings showing which departments were in the buildings. These interfaces highlighted the need to filter information according to user’s interest,
and present it in an uncluttered way. In most cases these interfaces required
explicit user input specifying the topics of interest. In our research we wanted
to develop a system that used unobtrusive implicit input from the user to
present relevant contextual information.
However there has been less research on the use of AR and face recognition to trigger and present contextual cues in a pervasive computing setting.
Starner et al. [38] and Pentland [31] describe how wearable computers can
be used as an ideal platform for mobile augmented reality, and how they
can enable many applications, including face recognition. Pentland similarly
points out how recognizing people is a key goal in computer vision research
and provides an overview of previous work in person identification [32].
Several groups have produced prototype wearable face recognition applications for identifying people [4, 7, 14, 38]. For example Singletary and
Starner [37] have demonstrated a wearable face recognition system that uses
social engagement cues to trigger the recognition process. They were able to
achieve more than 90% recognition accuracy on tests with 300 sample faces.
These systems have shown that it is possible to perform face recognition on
a wearable platform, but they do not go beyond that. Our research uses face
recognition to trigger contextual cues for finding context-sensitive information associated with the faces seen; the information is then shown using an
AR interface.
Use of speech recognition in human-computer interfaces has been studied
a lot. As far as we know, there have not been studies about integrating gazebased and speech-based implicit input about the interests and context.
Gaze-controlled augmented reality user interfaces are an emerging research field. So far the research has been concentrated on the problem of
explicitly selecting objects with gaze [27, 30, 33]. Until now there has been
no mobile AR system which has used gaze as implicit input for showing contextual information.
Object location search engines [42, 44] let the user search for physical
1
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Figure 2: An overview of the system architecture.
location of objects that have been tagged with transponders. However, they
require that the user explicitly enters the object ID or terms describing the
object to the search engine.
In contrast to this earlier research, our work makes the following research
contributions: This is the first work proposing using real world context as a
query in information retrieval. There have been studies about gaze as relevance feedback, but we are the first to use gaze in information filtering in an
AR setup. The concept of a conceptual information retrieval system using
AR is new. We carry out a small-scale user study of the concept.

2

COMPONENTS OF CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION ACCESS SYSTEM
In this section we give an overview of the system and describe its main operational parts.

2.1

System architecture
We have implemented a pilot software system that can be used in on-line
studies of contextual information access with a few alternative hardware platforms. See Figure 2 for a general overview of the system architecture. The
integrated technologies include relevance estimation from gaze or pointing
patterns; contextual information retrieval; speech, face, object and location
recognition; object tracking; and augmented reality rendering.
The front-end user interface of the pilot system is operational on two different hardware platforms: a Sony Vaio ultra-mobile PC (UMPC) and in a
system equipped with a prototype wearable near-eye see-through display and
a miniaturized gaze tracker (see Section 2.5).
All the front-ends communicate wirelessly with common back-end information servers, which are responsible for tasks requiring more computational
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resources and dynamic data repositories. In the current setup, one of the
servers is a content-based image and video database engine, which handles
image queries and also provides face, object, and scene recognition results.
The second server can be queried for context-dependent textual annotations
for recognized objects and faces. The third server performs speech recognition of the recorded audio, and outputs a stream of recognized words.
2.2

Context-sensitive Information Retrieval
The underlying idea of contextual information retrieval is that a proactive
information retrieval and presentation system will be able to deduce from
contextual clues what kind of information will be most relevant to the user
in his or her current situation. Such contextual clues can be derived from
the location, actions and speech of the user and his or her interaction with
devices, persons, landmarks, objects, images and sounds in both the true and
augmented reality of his vicinity. When combined with implicit and explicit
relevance feedback, contextual data cues will provide major improvements
and increased comfort in proactive information retrieval compared to conventional explicit search methods.
The context can potentially complement or replace typed search queries.
An obvious case where it is useful is when the user wants to retrieve something closely related to the current situation, such as contact information of
a conversation partner. If the system is able to correctly predict the information needed, the result is fetched faster and with less effort than by using a
conventional search engine. Context can also substitute typed queries when
the user does not remember the correct keywords or when the ability to type
search terms is limited because of restrictions of mobile devices. Even when
it is possible to perform queries on a conventional search engine, context
may be used to restrict the search space and thus allow the search engine to
return correct results with fewer iterations.
Our current system supports detection and recognition of human faces
and association of various types of information with the recognized persons.
This information may be about the person’s research activities, publications,
teaching, office hours and links to his or her external web pages, including
personal homepages, Facebook and LinkedIn.
In the developed system, the recognition of people begins with detecting
and tracking of faces. Due to real-time performance requirements, this step
is performed in the front-end of the system (see Fig. 2) using the OpenCV
library. For face detection, we utilize the Viola & Jones face detector [40],
which is based on a cascade of Haar classifiers and AdaBoost. For missed
faces (e.g. due to occlusion, changes in lighting, or excessive rotation), we
initiate an optical flow tracking algorithm [39], which continues to track the
approximate location of the face until either the face detector is again able to
detect the face or the tracked keypoints become too dispersed and the tracking is lost. The system supports tracking of multiple persons as the identities
of the detected faces are maintained across frames.
The detected faces are transmitted to the image database engine (Fig. 2)
for recognition using the MPEG-7 Face Recognition descriptor [15]. During tracking we obtain a number of face images of the same subject that can
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be used as a set in the recognition stage. Given the set we do the recognition with a Self-Organizing Map -based online multi-example recognition
method [23].
The system can also detect two-dimensional AR markers (see Section 2.4)
that help in recognition of objects and indoor locations. For location recognition, markers attached to movable objects will be associated with a wider area
or a set of places where the objects are likely to be encountered. We plan to
use GPS, gyroscopes and accelerometers to provide information about user’s
position, orientation, and movement in the future.
In the current pilot application, a set of pre-determined objects and locations are detected using markers attached to various places within the department. Such objects and locations include research posters, office rooms, and
other objects in the corridors and meeting rooms.
Our system uses speech recognition to collect contextual cues from the
user’s speech. The speech recognizer of the system turns the speech into a
stream of text, or N-best alternative recognition hypothesis, that is utilized
for determining the topic of discussion. The definition of topics is based on
the frequency of index terms which are either extracted automatically from
the available text collection related to the topic or specified manually. The
speech recognition and detection of discussion topics are designed in a way
that enables both manually specified topics and a completely unsupervised
approach where the topics are specified by first clustering all the available
text material.
We use an an online large-vocabulary speech recognizer [12], which we
in the pilot system limit to output only the best recognition hypothesis. The
discussion topic recognition task was also first greatly simplified to choose between the target person’s research and teaching interests based on the detection of manually specified keywords from the recognition output. However,
the extension to a more general pilot system with more topics and automatically generated index terms is straightforward although it may reduce the
accuracy of the topic recognition.
The database from which the contextual IR engine retrieves annotations
contains several annotations for the objects and people, and information
about what kinds of contexts each annotation would be useful in. The context here is encoded as a feature vector describing the identities of the objects and people present, earlier annotations the user has paid attention to,
and keywords detected from speech. Retrieval is done by extracting a feature
vector from the current context and history and ranking the contexts in the
database based on their similarity to it.
2.3

Inferring Object Relevance
One of the key challenges in the system is real-time identification of which
objects or people the user is interested in or needs information about. Each
object in the scene can be considered as a potential source of additional
information for the user. However, it is necessary to rank these sources by
their relevance to avoid information overload.
The user can indicate interesting objects by viewing them, if gaze tracking
is available, or by pointing the display device towards them, if not. In the
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current pilot system, we assume the relevance of an object to be proportional
to the total time an object or related augmented annotations were under
user’s attention, within a fixed-length time window. The relevance rj (t) of
object j at time t is
fj (t−W,t−1)
,
rj (t) = P
(1)
(t−W,t−1)
f
(t)
i
i∈V
where V (t) is the set of detected scene objects and fj (t−W,t−1) is the total
duration the user viewed object j within the time window from t − W to
t − 1.
Based on recent experiments [18] the accuracy of relevance prediction
can be improved by taking into account more features of the gaze trajectory
than only the total fixation duration. This and further developments will be
integrated in the next version of the pilot system.
2.4

Augmented Reality
The user interface of our system is implemented using AR technology: Virtual objects are overlaid on the real world using computer graphics. Usually
the virtual objects are rendered on top of video. Realistic rendering of virtual
objects requires simulation of the image formation process. This in turn requires a computational model of the camera and the camera’s position and
orientation (pose) with respect to the real world. Once we have these, 3D
computer graphics methods can simulate the camera’s image formation from
a virtual object. In practice, a pinhole camera with lens distortion correction
serves as the camera model and computer vision methods determine the position of a camera with respect to some object or objects of interest. A model
for a given camera can be obtained by finding the pinhole model parameters
through calibration.
In an uninstrumented environment it is quite difficult to determine the relationship of the camera to the surroundings. Usually this problem is solved
by adding fiducial markers to the areas of interest. Fiducial markers are
specifically designed for easy detection and pose determination. Obviously,
determining the camera pose in some external coordinate system requires
that the marker pose in that coordinate system is defined in the application,
so that the camera pose can be inferred from the detected marker pose. However, many interesting applications can be built solely on information about
the presence of markers and their relative pose to the camera.
By attaching a marker to an item of interest, we can detect the item’s presence and annotate it appropriately. Possible annotations include for example
3D models, pictures, and text (see Fig. 4). Tagging all items of interest with
fiducial markers is impractical for many applications. In some cases computer vision methods can be used to detect more generic items of interest
and their poses. The results for more generic item recognition can be less reliable and may provide partial pose information only. Another major design
constraint in practical AR applications is that generally augmented objects
can occlude the real world, but the real world cannot occlude the virtual objects, because implementing this would require knowledge of the real world
geometry.
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The AR implementation in the pilot application is monocular video seethrough, where augmentations are rendered on top of of video from a single
camera. The camera captures video with 640 × 480 resolution at a frame rate
of 15 frames per second (FPS). The augmented video is generally displayed
at a rate of slightly less than 10 FPS due to the heavy processing involved
with respect to the computational power of the mobile devices. We use the
ALVAR augmented reality library [41] for calibrating the camera and for detecting fiducial markers and determining their pose relative to the camera.
The markers are printed on paper and consist of black and white rectangles
containing identifying patterns. ALVAR’s operation is similar to the wellknown ARToolkit [19, 20], but the underlying computer vision algorithms
are different. For 3D rendering we use the OpenSceneGraph library [28].
The objective of the pilot application was to provide contextual information non-disruptively. This is accomplished first by minimizing the amount
of information shown, and displaying only information that is assumed to be
relevant for the user in the given context. The augmentation is designed to be
as unobtrusive as possible. All of the visual elements are as simple and minimalistic as feasible. The visual elements are rendered transparently so that
they do not fully occlude other objects. We have considered using methods
to place the annotations dynamically so that they do not occlude each other,
but these are not yet in use in the present version of the system.
The pilot application deals with information related to people working in
a laboratory, so in addition to markers we use people as contextual cues. Instead of attaching a marker to every person of interest, we detect people using
face recognition techniques. Since it is difficult determine the exact pose of
a face relative to a camera, we use a 2.5D approach to augment annotations
relative to faces. We estimate the distance of a person from the camera based
on the size of the detected face in the image and place the augmented information to the corresponding distance facing the viewer. This ensures that the
augmentations are consistent with the other depth cues present in the image
and helps in associating annotations with persons in the scene. The 2.5D approach is also used in text labels for readability. Another cue for association
is that an annotation related to a person moves when the person moves. We
can also add a connecting line from the annotation to the person, and have
different colors in annotations, so a detected face can be highlighted with the
same color as the related annotation.
2.5

Display Devices
In a contextual information access system, the information display should be
unobtrusive and mobile. Our system can use two alternative output devices;
(1) a head-mounted display with an integrated gaze tracker, and (2) a handheld UMPC or a standard laptop with a camera. The head-mounted display
device is a research prototype provided by Nokia Research Center [16].
The integrated display and gaze tracker covers the field of vision with augmented video of the physical world (Fig. 3 left). The near-to-eye display produces an image that is perceived to be larger than the physical display itself.
The size and weight of the display can be kept reasonably small by expanding the image with suitable optics. The device is capable of displaying VGA
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Figure 3: The display devices. On the left, wearable near-to-eye display with
integrated gaze tracker. On the right, hand-held computer with virtual seethrough display.
quality images with a 30 degree field of view. The forward-looking camera is
situated in between the eyes, both of which are shown the same augmented
video output.
The integrated gaze tracker works by illuminating the cornea with an infrared beam, which is invisible to human eye, and detecting the infrared
glints reflected from the pupil using a camera. The locations of the reflections are used to estimate the direction of the optical axis of the eye relative
to the head gear. The tracking accuracy is about one degree of visual angle
with 25 samples per second.
In the second alternative hardware setup, the user carries a small handheld or ultra-mobile Sony Vaio computer with an integrated video camera
looking in the opposite direction of the 4.5 inch display (Fig. 3 right). The
augmented virtual see-through video is shown on the computer screen.
2.6

Interaction
Gaze tracking provides an alternative, hands-free means of input entry for a
ubiquitous device. One way to give gaze-based input is to make selections by
explicit looking. This has been successfully applied for text entry [3, 13, 43].
However, giving explicit commands by using gaze is not the best solution
in a ubiquitous environment, since it demands the full attention of the user
and it suffers from the Midas touch effect: each glance activates an action
whether it is intended or not, distracting the user. Hence, in our system,
we use the relevance inference engine to infer the user preference implicitly
from gaze patterns (see Section 2.3).
The user can indicate his or her interest by looking or by pointing the
UMPC towards an object. The gaze and pointing are inputs for the inference
engine. For easing the act of indicating an object, the augmented video is
superimposed with a crosshair pattern located at the gaze location or in the
center of the camera view, when the gaze is unavailable.
The system learns what kind of information is relevant in the current situation by observing which of the already shown annotation the user pays
attention to. More information about topics that have attracted attention
previously is show in the future. The annotations are considered potential
targets of interest for the relevance inference engine similarly to recognized
faces and markers.
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The objects and persons may be relevant in different contexts for different
reasons. At first, when the system does not yet know what kind of content
is relevant, general or random information about the object is shown in AR
annotations. When the user notices something that is interesting he or she
pays more attention to it. The system then shows more information about
related topics. If, on the other hand, no attention is paid to the annotations,
the system infers that the topics shown are not relevant, and shows them less
in the future. Figure 4 shows two screenshots; in the first one, two topics are
displayed for the user to choose from, and in the second one the user has
been inferred to be more interested in research-related annotations.

3

PILOT APPLICATION: VIRTUAL LABORATORY GUIDE
The hardware and software platform that we have developed would be useful
in many application setups. As a pilot application for testing the framework
we have implemented an AR guide to a visitor at a university department.
The Virtual Laboratory Guide shows relevant information and helps the visitor to navigate the department.
The guide is currently implemented on two display devices, namely the
head-mounted display with an integrated gaze tracker, and the ultra-mobile
Sony Vaio computer. Both devices have a video camera and a display that
shows the location where the user is looking at, or pointing the computer at.
The task of the system is to infer what information the user would be interested in, and augment the information in the form of annotations onto the
display non-disruptively. See Figure 4 for a screenshot of the system in operation. First the system detects and recognizes the face of researcher Agent
Smith, and augments a transparent browser to the display, showing a couple
of generally relevant items about Smith. Based on the user’s gaze or pointing pattern the system infers that the user is more interested in research than
courses, and offers more information retrieved about the research of Agent
Smith.
The Virtual Laboratory Guide recognizes the context of use and is able
to infer the role of the user. Currently for concreteness two roles have been
explictly implemented; later the roles will mainly be implicit in the sense of
being induced through the contexts that have been activated in the retrieval
processes. The first pilot role is a student, for whom the system assumes
that teaching-related information, such as information about the office of a
lecturer or a teaching assistant, is more useful. For a visiting researcher, on
the other hand, the guide tells about research conducted in the department.
The role is inferred based on which annotated items the user finds interesting
(i.e., which annotations he or she points with the crosshair).
The guide has a database of all recognized persons and objects labelled
with markers and short textual annotations and images associated to them
in different contexts. In the pilot application we use a small manually constructed database of about 30 persons and objects. For people, the database
contains name, research interests, titles of recent publications, and information about lectured courses. For objects, the database contains additional
annotations, such as related publications for posters, printer queue names,
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Figure 4: Screenshots from the Virtual Laboratory Guide. Top left: The
guide shows augmented information about a recognized person. Top right:
The guide has recognized that the user is interested in research-related information. Bottom left: The user of the guide is looking at a specific section of
the poster. Bottom right: The guide is displaying information about reservations to a meeting room.
and names and office hours next to office doors.

4

EVALUATION
A small-scale pilot study was conducted to provide an informal user evaluation of the Virtual Laboratory Guide application. The goal of the study
was to collect user response to the system and to compare user feedback to
using the headmounted display, or the handheld display. In this first pilot
study, we compare the usability of the two alternative user interfaces. The
head-mounted display is a very early prototype which will naturally affect the
results, but we carry out a comparison to get more focused user feedback.
To keep the setup as simple as possible we do not use the gaze tracking or
speech recognition. However, face recognition, marker detection and contextual image retrieval, which are the key components of the system, have
been tested.
Six subjects used the Virtual Laboratory Guide application in two different
configurations:
1. HHD: a handheld display on Sony Vaio UMPC
2. HMD: a head-mounted display
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In the HMD condition the headmounted display was connected to a laptop computer that was carried in a bag by the subject. Each subject used both
display configurations in a counterbalanced order to remove order effects.
The subjects were university students (2 female and 4 male) aged 24 to 30
years old. None of them had experience with the Virtual Laboratory Guide
application, although some had used other augmented reality systems in the
past.
Before the experiment started each subject was trained how to use both
display configurations and spent several minutes using each until they felt
comfortable with the technology.
In each display condition the subjects then completed a navigation and information gathering task. Two rooms had fiducial markers in them attached
to objects of interest such as academic posters or staff desks. The subjects
were told to go to one of the rooms and spend at most 5 minutes looking at
all the AR markers to read and learn all the virtual information tags. While
the subject was in the room an experimenter entered and they needed to use
the face recognition capability of the system to find out who the person was
and what his/her key research interests were. Each subject only explored one
room per condition and the rooms were also counterbalanced across conditions to reduce order effects. Figure 3 shows the HHD and HMD devices.
After each display condition the subjects were asked questions about the
information they had read on the virtual tags and the person they saw in
the room. They were also asked to fill out a subjective survey that had the
following six questions:
Q1: How easy was it to use the application?
Q2: How easy was it to see the AR information?
Q3: How useful was the application in helping you learn new information?
Q4: How well do you think you performed in the task?
Q5: How easy was it to remember the information presented?
Q6: How much did you enjoy using the application?
Each question was answered on a Likert scale of 1 to 7, where 1 = Not
Very Easy and 7 = Very Easy. In addition subjects were asked what they liked
best and least about the display condition and were given the opportunity to
write any other comments about the system.
4.1

Results
Figure 5 shows the result for each of the evaluation questions averaged across
all subjects. This is just a pilot study and the subject numbers were too few to
conduct a rigorous data analysis, but from the graph the users rated the handheld display much higher for the first four questions. In particular they felt it
was much easier to see the AR information in the handheld display (Q2) and
the handheld display was more useful in helping to learn new information
(Q3). Interestingly, despite these differences, the users felt that both display
was equally good at helping them remember the information presented (Q5).
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Figure 5: Results of the usability questionary on the Likert scale of 1 to 7 in
handheld display (HHD) and headmounted display (HMD) conditions. See
the body text for the description of questions Q1–Q6.
The interview questions also supported these results. Most subjects (4
out of 6) said that what they liked best with both types of display was seeing
the AR tags on the real world. When asked which display condition they
preferred all of the subjects picked the handheld display. Subjects felt the
headmounted display was heavy and the image quality blurry and difficult
to read the virtual information. One person even complained that the low
frame rate on the display gave them motion sickness. In contrast they thought
the handheld display was easier to read and had a better display, but they
thought the device was heavy and the screen small. Interestingly none of
the subjects commented on how the hands-free nature of the head-mounted
display was beneficial, or the fact that they had the display in front of their eyes
the whole time. Notice that the headmounted display is an early prototype
and the issues with the prototype perceived by the users were to be expected.
This is just a preliminary study. A more formal user study of the whole
system and thorough evaluation of its components will be completed in the
coming months with a new headmounted display that is more comfortable.
However the results seem to indicate that unless the head worn display has
good image quality and frame rate then it would be better to provide users
with a handheld display that they can look at when needed, not all the time.

5

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a novel AR reality application which infers the interests of
the user based on the behaviour of the user, most notably gaze and speech.
The system overlays information about people and objects that it predicts to
be useful for the user over the display of the real world. It uses implicit feedback and contextual information to select the information to show in a novel
pilot application that combines AR, information retrieval and implicit relevance feedback. We have implemented our system on two alternate devices:
a wearable display and eyetracker, and an ultra-portable laptop computer, as
well as completed a preliminary evaluation of these hardware platforms.
In this paper we presented a pilot study comparing two user interfaces.
Further studies will be performed on relevance inference, face and marker
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recognition, speech recognition, as well as other components. Furthermore,
a more detailed study on the usability of the contextual information retrieval
in a real application is needed.
In the future we will extend the system with generic object recognition
capabilities based on techniques such as SIFT [26], which will also reduce
the need for markers in object recognition. Also, marker-based AR is limited
in that a marker must always be visible in the video for the augmentation to
work. This problem can be solved for fixed markers, at least partially, using
visual tracking techniques [6, 21]. Another related problem we will look at is
including indoor localization.
The present rendering method does not attempt to simulate the camera
in detail — for instance, lens distortion is omitted — or otherwise match the
augmentations with the illumination conditions, so the augmented objects
are easily recognizable from the video. Simulating the camera and illumination with greater accuracy will help to make the augmentation more realistic
[22].
Integration of the enabling technologies in pilot systems will be continued. As we already have a working prototype of the hardware and software
framework, new theoretical developments in any of the enabling technologies can be easily integrated into the system and then evaluated empirically
in situ. This results from the careful planning of the interoperability and the
modular structure of the different software subparts and information servers
of the system.
The software and hardware platform make it possible to test new scenarios or application ideas on a short notice, and study the integration of input
modalities, explicit feedback and contextual information retrieval. We are
currently in the process of integrating audio output and stereo vision capabilities to the system.
Another area of development is the interaction between the user and the
virtual world. In the current implementation, there is little explicit interaction between the user and the virtual world (annotations), but in some
other applications interaction with the virtual environment is essential. For
example, we are planning to apply the platform to an architecture-related
application, where we overlay architectural design elements to the display of
real world, the idea being that an architect can then manipulate and interact
with these elements.
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